Treatment of choledocholithiasis by ERCP, and instrumentation through a T-tube
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Abstract
The treatment of choledocholithiasis has evolved significantly since Robert Abbé performed the first bile duct exploration via choledochotomy in New York in 1889. Endoscopic retrograde cholangiopancreatography (ERCP), which was initially used for diagnosis, is now only valid as a therapeutic tool. Currently, the main diagnostic methods are magnetic resonance cholangiopancreatography (MRCP) and endoscopic ultrasound (EUS). The treatment of choledocholithiasis moved from the open surgery in which biliary stenting was routinely performed on a Kehr tube or T-tube, to the endoscopic technique using ERCP, sphincteroplasty and instrumentation with balloons and baskets. Additional techniques are now available such as mechanical or extra-corporeal lithotripsy, endoscopic papillary large balloon dilation and SpyGlass cholangioscopy. The laparoscopic technique has been used for several years in different parts of the world for the treatment of choledocholithiasis. Recent studies even propose performing the primary closure of the bile duct or choledocho-duodenostomy, so that the T-tube is not necessary. However, in many other places, and for a variety of reasons, open exploratory surgery and the T-tube continue to be used, being an important option in the treatment of some patients. Case presentation: 88-year-old male patient with recurrent choledocholithiasis and a giant gallstone that was difficult to treat endoscopically, with sepsis of biliary origin, which required open surgical drainage at the emergency room. Choledocotomy was performed, and a T-tube was inserted at the site. Subsequently, a successful joint treatment was performed by the General Surgery Service and the Gastroenterology Service, using T-tube instrumentation and ERCP, respectively.
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INTRODUCTION
Patients with vesicular and choledochal lithiasis may be treated in two stages: first, when performing an endoscopic retrograde cholangiopancreatography (ERCP) and then, when an open or laparoscopic cholecystectomy is performed. They may also be treated in a single surgical time through laparoscopic cholecystectomy (LAPCHOL) and laparoscopic common bile duct exploration (LCBDE).

Several meta-analyses conclude that both single-stage and two-stage treatments are equally effective in terms of success rate and have similar morbidity and mortality rates (1,2). The use of the single-stage or two-stage technique depends on the resources available and the experience of each medical group. Cholecystectomy, as well as open common bile duct exploration, continue to be performed in various hospitals in our country, given the lack of resources and training. Furthermore, in leading medical centers, these procedures...
are limited to patients in which, for multiple reasons, endoscopic treatment for choledocholithiasis is not possible.

In patients with choledocholithiasis, ERCP is now considered the first line of treatment. On the other hand, surgical exploration is reserved for patients in whom choledocholithiasis has not been resolved because of the characteristics of the stones (size or location) or due to anatomical variations related or not to surgical history, which prevent proper cannulation of the bile duct (3).

Kehr's tube (or T-tube) was effective and widely used for many years, especially during the second half of the past century. Its use was indicated in patients in which a cholecodochotomy had to be performed for the successful or unsuccessful exploration of the bile ducts, or as a splinting tool in bile duct reconstructions. However, since ERCP became available, its use has decreased over the last two decades (4,5).

Currently, some authors propose the primary closure of the bile duct and choledochorrhaphy over the use of stents and even choledcoduodenostomy, which leads to believe that the use of the T-tube tends to disappear (6).

However, we consider that the T-tube is still useful in our country and, on a global scale, in some selected scenarios. Consequently, we present the case of a patient with choledocholithiasis of difficult management, in whom the T-tube was used along with duodenoscopy and ERCP for instrumentation of the bile duct, achieving a successful result.

**CASE PRESENTATION**

On December 31, 2018, an 88-year-old male was admitted to the emergency department of the Hospital Central de la Policía (HOCEN). The patient experienced colic-like abdominal pain in the upper right quadrant for three days, associated with choluria and general discomfort, without acholia or other related symptoms. The patient had a history of high blood pressure treated with losartan, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD), and cholecystectomy, which was performed 17 years before his admission.

At the time of physical examination on admission, he was found to be in a generally acceptable condition for his age: blood pressure (BP): 128/78 mm Hg, heart rate (HR): 60 bpm, and respiratory rate (RR): 18 brpm. Moreover, the individual was alert, afibrile, well-hydrated, and without mucocutaneous jaundice. He also had a decrease in respiratory sounds in the bibasilar crackles, without signs of peritoneal irritation, and slight pain on palpation of the upper right quadrant.

In his laboratory tests on admission the following findings were reported: leukocytes: 13,550; hematocrit: 34%; hemoglobin: 11 g/dL; platelet count: 532,000/mL; alkaline phosphatase: 977 IU/L; total bilirubin: 2.22 mg/dL; direct bilirubin: 1.64 mg/dL, and indirect bilirubin: 0.58 mg/dL. In addition, glutamic-pyruvic transaminase was 252 IU/L, while glutamic-oxalacetic transaminase was 220 IU/L. A complete ultrasound of the abdomen was performed, finding postcholecystectomy syndrome and fatty liver.

The patient was assessed by the Gastroenterology Service for suspected choledocholithiasis. Therefore, a magnetic resonance cholangiopancreatography (MRCP) was requested. The results (obtained on January 2, 2019) reported the presence of two faceted stones of 16 and 18 mm, with dilation of the distal bile duct of up to 17 mm and slight dilation of the intrahepatic bile duct (Figure 1).

On January 3, the patient was taken for an ERCP (in addition to a papillotomy), performed by two gastroente-

**Figure 1. MRCP.** A. Coronal plane showing a large stone that completely occupies the lumen of the bile duct. B. Three-dimensional reconstruction in which the two faceted stones and the dilation of the bile duct are observed.
rologists specialized in the bile duct. The cholangiography revealed two stones of approximately 20 mm, which could not be removed; it was not possible to insert a stent either. During the procedure, the patient presented hemodynamic instability, so he was transferred to the intensive care unit (ICU), where life support was required. He was diagnosed with sepsis of biliary origin, so the general surgery service assessment was requested.

The patient required emergency drainage of the bile duct, so he was taken to the operating room for open surgical drain. Due to hemodynamic instability, only one choledocotomy and instrumentation with Randall forceps were performed. During the procedure, a dilated bile duct (25 mm) was observed, and a 20mm faceted stone was removed. In addition, the bile duct was washed using a Nélaton probe, which advanced easily to the duodenum. Due to the urgency of the procedure, a cholangiography was not performed, and finally a choledochorraphy and closure with T-tube drainage was carried out.

During the postoperative period, the patient remained in the ICU for several days, with inotropic support and on mechanical ventilation. Once the emergency was resolved and based on the good evolution of the patient, a cholangiography was performed through the T-tube (January 9, 2019), identifying a filling defect in the distal portion of the bile duct, which reached a diameter of 18 mm, suggesting the presence of a stone. There was no evidence of the passage of the contrast agent within the intestinal loops. Consequently, biliary obstruction, apparently secondary to choledocholithiasis, was diagnosed (Figure 2).

Based on the results, combined instrumentation of the bile duct was carried out by the general surgery and the gastroenterology services through T-tube and endoscopy, respectively. The procedure was performed in the fluoroscopy room, for which a Dormia basket and a mechanical lithotriptor were inserted through the T-tube. As a result, partial fragmentation was achieved, and fragments were advanced into the duodenum.

Also, by the endoscopic route, stones were fragmented and extracted by means of a Dormia basket (Figure 3) and an extraction balloon. A cholangiography was performed using the T-tube, and an adequate passage of the contrast agent into the duodenum was observed, without extravasation, nor evidence of residual stones (Figure 2B).

The patient had a good evolution, and, before discharging him, another cholangiography was performed through the T-tube, as well as a liver panel, obtaining normal results.

**DISCUSSION**

Cholelithiasis is an endemic disease that affects up to 20% of the population in both eastern and western countries (7,8). Between 10-20% of these patients may develop choledocholithiasis simultaneously. About half of the people with cholelithiasis are asymptomatic and do not require surgery. However, people with choledocholithiasis must be treated given the risk of developing acute pancreatitis or cholangitis due to pancreatic or biliary flow obstruction (9).

For years, the diagnosis of choledocholithiasis was confirmed by ERCP. However, at present, this diagnosis is...
relatively easy to reach and can be confirmed by MRC or endoscopic ultrasound (EUS). In most cases, choledochoolithiasis is secondary to the migration of stones from the gallbladder, and in very few cases, it is associated with primary or de novo formation of stones in the bile duct (7).

In 1889, in New York, Robert Abbe performed the first choledocotomy, as well as the first exploration of the bile duct (10). Since then, and for nearly a century, cholecystocholedocholithiasis was treated in a single surgical time by means of open surgery. During the first years of laparoscopic cholecystectomy (LAP CHOLE), laparoscopic bile duct exploration favored the performance of ERCP. Therefore, this technique became the gold standard, and the treatment of cholecystocholedocholithiasis passed from being one stage to two stages treatment.

Although the success rate is high (87-97%), between 5 and 10% of patients require two or more ERCPs (1, 2, 7). When the resolution of choledocholithiasis is not achieved, a surgical, laparoscopic, or open, exploration should be performed.

Currently, the treatment of choledocholithiasis, whether primary or secondary, is carried out through open or laparoscopic surgery (simultaneously or in a single surgical time in the case of cholelithiasis) or using endoscopy alone or combined with other surgical techniques in the case of choledocholithiasis (sequential or in two stages) (11).

In a meta-analysis that included 16 randomized studies comparing the use of open surgery, laparoscopic surgery, and techniques combined with endoscopy (LAP CHOLE plus ERCP) for the treatment of choledocholithiasis, no significant differences were found in terms of morbidity (13-20%) and mortality (0-3%). However, a lower percentage of recurrent stones was identified in the open surgery groups (6%), compared to the LAP CHOLE and ERCP groups (16%). From these results, it was concluded that the open surgery technique appeared to be superior to the combined technique in the treatment of choledochoolithiasis, although the former was associated with a longer hospital stay (9,12). The laparoscopic technique had the advantage of being more cost-effective and did not show morbidity and mortality associated with ERCP (13).

On the other hand, due to improvements in materials and in the laparoscopic technique, as of now laparoscopic bile duct exploration (LBDE) has been performed in many countries for several years. With this technique, cholecystocholedocolithiasis is resolved in a single surgical time, with all the benefits of laparoscopy and without the inconveniences related to ERCP (14).

ERCP and laparoscopic methods for bile duct exploration are not available in many hospitals due to the lack of equipment or trained medical staff. The exploration of the bile duct should be carried out according to the resources and experience of the personnel available at each health care institution and, although open surgery is an invasive method, it should not be considered obsolete since it is still useful in difficult cases or during procedures that require conversion to the open surgery technique (13,14).
Once choledocholithiasis is resolved, the common bile duct can be sutured (or choledochorography) as traditionally done during open surgery by inserting a T-tube into the bile duct through the incision in the common bile duct. This allows splinting the bile duct and achieving a secure suture to prevent the leakage of bile or the formation of intra-abdominal collections since this favors the formation of a fistula. Moreover, it allows decompression of the bile duct if the pressure in the sphincter of the duodenal papilla increases and, in the case of residual stones, it allows the re-exploration of the bile duct, thus avoiding a new ERCP or surgical reintervention (15, 16).

Initially, T-tube placement was an essential part of the laparoscopic technique, but recent studies have shown that choledochorography on a transpapillary biliary prosthesis by laparoscopy is an effective and safe method for the one-stage treatment of cholecystocolecdocholithiasis. This way, all complications related to the handling of the T-tube are avoided, and a shorter hospital stay is achieved. In fact, some authors consider that the T-tube should only be used in cases in which it is technically impossible to place the biliary prosthesis (17).

Other authors propose to perform a primary closure following laparoscopic bile duct exploration based on a meta-analysis in which 12 studies were included. According to said meta-analysis, the routine use of the T-tube is not justified considering the morbidity rates related to its use, compared to the very low morbidity reported in patients who undergo primary closure (18, 19).

Thus, the exploration of the bile duct and the performance of laparoscopic choledochoduodenostomy by experts has proven to be effective and safe in the treatment of complex cases of choledocholithiasis (multiple choledocholithiasis, impacted stones, stones in liver ducts, biliary stenosis, and recurrent choledocholithiasis) or failed ERCP scenarios. This surgical technique has also associated with a short hospital stay (20).

In patients with sepsis of biliary origin and hemodynamic instability, emergency treatment consists of biliary drainage, which can be done percutaneously, endoscopically (ERCP), or surgically, as well as laparoscopically or openly, as was the case with our patient.

**Endoscopic technique: ERCP**

Postoperative ERCP is indicated in cases where LBDE has not been successful or when the presence of stones is identified by T-tube cholangiography after surgery, which can occur in up to 2.5% of patients (21). 85-90% of bile duct stones can be successfully treated by the standard endoscopic technique, with the performance of a sphincterotomy and using a balloon and a Dormia basket (22).

Endoscopic sphincterotomy (ES) of the papilla was simultaneously described in 1974 by both Classen and Demling in Germany, and Kaway in Japan. This technique consists of cutting the sphincter of Oddi to allow the extraction of stones by pulling them with baskets or balls (23, 24). Thus, the main causes of failed ERCP are large stones (>2 cm.), their impaction, and distal narrowing of the bile duct. In such cases, the use of additional techniques is necessary (22, 25).

**Rendezvous technique**

The rendezvous technique was first described in 1998 (26). However, the first combined treatment including surgical and endoscopic instrumentation of the bile duct was performed by Dr. Rodolfo Mazzariello. In 1976, he and Dr. Magnanini performed an endoscopic papillotomy in Buenos Aires (Argentina), which consisted of advancing a papillotome through a T-tube fistula. The papillotome was recovered and located by endoscopy to perform the electrical cut, and then, the stone was spontaneously eliminated (27).

Before this, Dr. Mazzariello had described the technique that bears his name, and that was used by many surgeons. It consists of exploring and extracting the stones from the bile duct through the T-tube or the fistula formed by it (28).

Some modifications of the rendezvous technique have been described in the literature. An example of such changes is when patients who have undergone surgery have a T-tube in the bile duct, and the guide is advanced through that tube; it is subsequently recovered through endoscopy, and then sphincterotomy and exploration of the bile ducts are performed (29).

However, in the case reported here, the availability of the T-tube allowed successful treatment in a patient with choledocholithiasis that was difficult to manage and in which ERCP was unsuccessful for this purpose. This treatment was achieved by means of the combined technique of instrumentation of the biliary tract —Dormia basket and the lithotripter through the T-tube— and instrumentation utilizing an ERCP with Dormia Basket and extraction balloon.

The use of percutaneous transhepatic cholangiography (PTHC) has been described as part of a modified rendezvous technique. Here, the guide is advanced through the PTHC and then recovered in the duodenum; finally, sphincterotomy is performed (30, 31).

**GIANT OR DIFFICULT STONES**

Between 10-15% of patients with choledocholithiasis have giant stones (10-15 mm). Although challenging, their extraction can be done endoscopically and, in most cases, using multiple techniques (32).
Staritz first described the balloon dilation (BD) technique in 1982 (33). It involves the dilation of the biliary sphincter with balloons of up to 10 mm in diameter without performing a prior sphincterotomy. It is intended to replace endoscopic sphincterotomy (ES) for stone extraction. In 2004, a randomized study reported an incidence of pancreatitis of 15.4% when BD was performed, compared to 0.8% with ES (34).

Some meta-analyses published later concluded that the use of BD for stone extraction, compared to ES, is associated with a lower rate of therapeutic success and a greater need for mechanical lithotripsy (ML). For all these reasons, BD is not recommended as a routine method for stone extraction, but it is a reasonable option in patients with coagulopathy, periampullary diverticulum, or a history of Billroth II operation (35).

Thus, ML achieves stone fragmentation in about 95% of cases; in the remaining patients, failure is explained by the inadequate opening of the lithotripter in the bile duct or the difficulty of capturing the stone due to its shape or size (36).

On the other hand, endoscopic sphincterotomy plus large-balloon dilation (ES-LBD) was described by Esroz in 2003 for the treatment of difficult stones. This technique has been successful in 89-95% of patients. The procedure consists of performing a sphincterotomy and dilating the orifice of the duodenal papilla with 12-20 mm diameter balloons, which causes great dilation of the papillary orifice and facilitates the extraction of large or difficult stones (25, 37).

Currently, ES-LBD is considered an effective and safe procedure for the treatment of complicated choledocholithiasis. This method reduces the need for lithotripsy and repeated ERCP sessions. Proper patient selection and some technical considerations are important to reduce the risk of complications (36-39).

Generally, large or impacted stones are handled with fragmentation techniques such as ML. In failed cases, treatment consists of either electrohydraulic lithotripsy (EHL), extracorporeal shock wave lithotripsy (ESWL) — which is helpful in patients with anatomical abnormalities such as those with Billroth II or Roux-en-Y operations —, or laser lithotripsy (LL), which is guided by conventional cholangioscopy.

In recent years, Spyglass® has become available. With this technique, through direct cholangioscopy, a single operator can perform a diagnostic or therapeutic procedure with EHL or laser in the bile and pancreatic duct. Moreover, it allows a better visual field, as well as a superior endoscopic image. Nevertheless, its disadvantage is its high cost, limiting its use in most medical centers (22).

**CONCLUSIONS**

Cholecystectomy, as well as open common bile duct exploration, continue to be performed in various hospitals in our country, given the lack of resources and, at times, the lack of training or expertise.

In addition, in leading medical centers, open or laparoscopic exploration of the bile duct is limited to patients in whom, for multiple reasons — and despite the wide variety of techniques currently available to treat choledocholithiasis —, such procedure has been impossible to perform.

The use of the T-tube remains useful in patients who are taken to surgical exploration of the bile duct. In cases of persistent choledocholithiasis, it facilitates the exploration and resolution of choledocholithiasis, along with endoscopic methods.
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